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Download FREE PREVIEW from the top left hand corner... Easily Create Your Own Professional Video

Squeeze Pages In Minutes, With No Design Experience. You probably know that videos are HUGE right

now. All the big gurus are using video to market their products. You see people switching to video only

sales pages, with just a video and an order button, or an opt-in form. Thats because videos WORK, and

these simple video pages WORK. To hire a designer to create a quality video squeeze page for you

would cost hundreds of dollars. And trying to create one yourself from scratch could take hours. Thats

why this Premium Video Squeeze Pages package was created. Introducing.... The Biggest and Baddest

Video Squeeze Pages Collection Out There!!! Even though all the big marketers are using these video

squeeze pages, there arent many places to get your own video squeeze page. There are designers that

charge several hundred dollars. And Ive seen some template based products. But Ive never seen

anything like what Im about to show you.... I created this product with a design newbie in mind. A

non-techie person, with little HTML, CSS and design experience. I wanted this to be accessible to

anyone. And I wanted anyone to be able to create truly GREAT looking video squeeze pages, in minutes.

So, Ive created a very unique set of highly customizable templates, and a system for you to easily

customize them and create your own unique designs in minutes. These templates are professionally put

together for you, with everything you need already in place like: * A clean, professional design. * Visual

elements around the opt-in form to increase conversions. * Instructions for filling in name and email. *

Privacy text under opt-in form. All of this stuff is already in place, so you just have to insert your codes

into the template, and youre done. There are over 100 pre-built HTML templates that you can use right

away, in different styles, sizes, and colors. They come in simple and premium forms, so there is

something for everyone. Just choose the template you want, insert your video and autoresponder codes

as mentioned above, and youre done. With these pre-built HTML templates you can be up and running

right away, and have your own video squeeze page ready to go in minutes. It really is newbie proof copy

and paste easy. And these templates fit ANY size web videos (YouTube, Viddler, Camtasia, what ever

you have). PLUS... The best part about this package, is the unique system Ive put together for
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customizing and then easily creating your own unique templates and video squeeze pages. You see,

other packages might give you the source files, but its then up to you to turn the source files into actual

pages. This requires HTML and CSS skills, and also takes time to do. What I did is I created a unique

PSD to HTML export system, with which you can literaly export the updated source document, into a fully

working HTML video squeeze page, with just a few clicks. Here is how it works... Step 1. You take the

source template. Customize it to fit your own style and theme (which is VERY easy to do with all the

pre-built elements, graphics, effects, text, etc. already in place). You can customize a source template

literally in just a few minutes, with minimal effort and design experience. This should take 5 - 10 minutes,

depending how much you want to put into it. Step 2. You export the new template (save for web) by

pressing just a few buttons. Ive sliced up all the source PSD templates for you, and created HTML

templates for them that work prefectly together with the source files. It takes literally about a minute.

(video of this in action below) Step 3. You insert your video and autoreponder codes into the new

template (into clearly marked spots). No need to fuss around with HTML and CSS code. No tech skills

needed at all. You just copy the code exactly as you see it in your video account (YouTube, Viddler, or

ANY other) and paste it into the clearly marked area in the HTML template: Then copy and paste you

autoresponder code (Aweber, GetResponse, or ANY other) into its own marked area: Step 4 (optional).

You add some extra sales copy or links to the templates. And thats it, youre done. Once you play around

with it a little, and get the hang of it, it should take you just a few minutes to do all of the above. Its very

easy. Here is a short video of this system in action. Watch Me Create 3 Different Video Squeeze Pages In

Under 5 Minutes..... In the video below, I take one of the source templates, customize it, and export it into

a fully functional video squeeze page. I create 3 different video squeeze pages in under 5 minutes. (There

is no narration in this video, just background music. The product itself will come with step-by-step videos

with narration. So youll know exactly what to do). Its a short video and should give you an idea of how

easy and powerful this is.... (This is an actual video, play it) And here is the final template I created in the

video above (click on the image below to see the fully functional HTML page created in the video)... I

gave you some quick details about this new package. Now let me show you exactly whats in it.... Module

1: Premium Video Squeeze Page Templates These are the templates I showed you in the video above.

There are 5 different syles, and 3 template types for each style. And you can do what I did in the video to

each one of them. The template types are: T1 - Video with opt-in on side - Most popular video squeeze



page with an opt-in form on the right side. T2 - Video with opt-in on bottom - This one has a video and an

opt-in form below it. T3 - Video and sales page - This one has just the video, with empty space for an

affiliate link, sales copy, order button, or what ever else you want. So with these different template types,

you can create all kinds of video pages, not just squeeze pages, but also: video order pages, video pages

with sales copy at the bottom, video affiliate pages, etc.. In total there are 15 different Premium

Templates. Each one fully customizable with 1,000s of different design possibilities (just like shown in the

video above). Here are some samples of these templates (NOT in full size)..... Style 1 (x 3 variations)

Style 2 (x 3 variations) Style 3 (x 3 variations) Style 4 (x 3 variations) Style 5 (x 3 variations) EACH of the

above 15 Premium Templates comes with.... A) Full PSD source files to all 15 Premium Templates, and

the whole PSD to HTML export system I mentioned before, with which you can easily create your own

unique templates in minutes. * Change the colors and fully customize all the text, the background, the

video skin, the opt-in box, the effects, and all other elements in the template. * Get rid of any element in

the template that you dont need. * Add new graphics into the template. * And much, much more. B)

Already put together HTML templates. So in case you dont want to create your own design from the

source files, you can simply use these already made templates right away. You just stick your video and

autoresponder codes in there, and youre done. These already made templates come with simple

background gradients, and no special effects. Theres 8 different colors for each of the 15 templates. If

you do the math, thats 15 templates x 8 colors each = 120 already made templates. Again, these are

already pre-made. You can open them up in any HTML editor or even Nopepad, insert your video and

autoresponder codes, and you have a video squeeze page ready to go. Heres a sample of just one

template in 8 colors..... 8 Plain Colors What you see above is just ONE of the modules in this package.

Theres more...... Module 2: Simple Video Squeeze Page Templates These are simpler templates than the

premium ones. Theyre basically just a top header image with a simple gradient background, an arrow,

and areas for the video and opt-in form. Very clean, simple and professional design. The simple

templates come in 2 variations: light and dark. And theyre basically for light color backgrounds with dark

text, and for dark backgrounds with light text. Just like the already made templates in Module 1, these

simple templates are also already pre-made, and ready to use right away. No need to customize them

(but you also get full source to these, so you CAN customize them and create tons of variations). The

above 2 simple templates come with 20 different background colors, and 20 different arrow colors. You



can mix and match all of this in different combinations. You also get full source files so you can easily

create your own color variations. Plus these source files also work perfectly with the HTML templates

(with the easy PSD to HTML export system). So modifying them, exporting the images, and customizing

the HTML template is very easy, and takes just a few minutes. Module 3: Graphics Elements With this

module you get hundreds of different graphics elements that you can stick in you squeeze pages (or any

other pages you might have). Youll get things like call to action buttons, arrows, checkmarks, opt-in text

elements, etc.. All of these things come in a variety of different colors, styles and sizes. And theyre all in

transparent PNG format, which means you can use them on any color background. Most also come with

PSD source files, so you can modify them and create your own variations. Here are some samples....

Module 4: PSD Layer Styles With this module youll be getting 2 sets of Photoshop Layer Styles (over 100

layer styles). What these layer styles do is they basically add a special effect style to any object with just

a click of a mouse. All you do is you select the object (shape, text, what ever) and you click on the layer

style. And that object transforms before your eyes. Using these layer styles is the easiest way to spice up

your graphics. So youll be able to customize all the elements in each template with just a few clicks, just

like I do in the videos on this page. Set 1: Set 2: Module 5: Video Instructions Even though all of this stuff

in this package is very easy to use, you will still be getting video instructions on how to use everything.

Each of the videos is just a few minutes long, so you will be up and running right away. As you can see,

there is A LOT of stuff in this package. This is pretty much an all-in-one video squeeze page generating

toolkit. You get over 100 already formatted and ready to go HTML squeeze pages (just add your code

and youre good to go). And you also get the easy to use source files, so you can create a unique

template to fit your exact theme. All of this for one low price.... So how much is this awesome package? A

quality custom video squeeze page template would cost several hunderd dollars to create. And with this

package you can create as many as you want yourself. This package will save you hundreds of dollars in

design fees.
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